The existing approaches to sensor-based motion planning tend to deal solely with kinematic and geometric issues, and ignore the system dynamics. This work attempts to incorporate body dynamics into the paradigm of sensor-based motion planning. We consider the case of a mobile robot operating in a planar environment with unknown arbitrary stationary obstacles. Given the constraints on the robot's dynamics, sensing, and control means, conditions are formulated for generating trajectories which guarantee convergence and the robot's safety a t all times. The approach calls for continuous computation and is fast enough for real time implementation. Based on its current v elocity and sensing information about the surrounding obstacles, the robot plans its motion so as to nish any maneuver in the shortest possible time, and such that a sudden potential collision can be avoided via a safe emergency stopping path. The resulting motion planning algorithm is shown to be convergent. Simulated examples demonstrate its performance.
Introduction
This work studies the e ects of body dynamics on robot sensor-based motion planning, with the goal of designing provably correct algorithms for motion planning in an uncertain environment. We consider a mobile robot operating in two-dimensional physical space lled with a locally nite number of unknown stationary obstacles of arbitrary shapes. Planning is done in small steps say, 30 or 50 times per second, resulting in a continuous motion. The robot is equipped with sensors, such as vision or range nders, which allow it to detect and measure distances to surrounding objects within its sensing range radius of vision". This range cove r s a n umber of robot steps s a y, 20 or 50 or more so that, unless obstacles occlude one another, they can be sensed far enough to plan appropriate actions.
Besides the usual problems of where to go" and how to guarantee convergence in view of incomplete information, an additional, dynamic component of planning appears because of the robot's mass and velocity. The path and its rst derivative m ust be smooth; its second derivative must be continuous. A step reasonable from the standpoint of reaching the target position for This work is supported in part by the DOE Sandia Labs Grant 18-4379C, and US Sea Grant Program Grant NA46RG048, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, US Dept of Commerce. example, a sharp turn may not be physically realizable because of the robot's inertia. Given the lack of information about the surroundings, this translates into a safety issue for example, one needs a guarantee of a stopping path at any time, in case a sudden obstacle makes it impossible to continue a smooth path. This is not unlike the decisions a human jogger faces when going for a morning run in a city neighborhood hence the name The Jogger's Problem 1 . The jogger's speed, mass, vision the quality of sensing, reaction to sudden changes in the environment the quality of control will all be tied in some relationship, a ecting the real-time decision-making process. Note that sensing, local planning, global planning, and actual movement in this process are taking place simultaneously and continuously. Locally, unless a right relationship is maintained between the velocity at the time of noticing the object, the distance to it, and the jogger's mass, collision may occur: for example, a bigger mass may dictate better further sensing to maintain the same velocity. Globally, unless a grand plan" is followed, convergence may be lost.
Although the issues of dynamics and sensor-based motion control are tightly coupled, little attention has been paid to this connection in literature. The existing approaches usually deal solely with the system kinematics and geometry and ignore its dynamic properties. Consequently, only applications where the e ect of speeds and masses is negligible can bene t from these techniques. One possible reason for this state of a airs is that the methods of motion planning tend to rely on tools from geometry and topology, which are not easily connected to the tools common to control theory.
Most approaches to automatic motion planning adhere to one of two paradigms which di er in their assumptions about the available input information. In the rst paradigm, called motion planning with complete information, or the Piano Mover's problem, one assumes perfect information about the robot and obstacles, and algebraic representation of objects; motion planning is a one-time o -line operation see, e.g., 2, 3 . Dynamics and control constraints can be incorporated into this model as well, for example by dividing planning into two stages rst, nding a path that satis es geometric constraints and then modifying it to t the dynamics constraints 4 , possibly in a time-optimal fashion 5, 6 .
The rst attempts to explicitly incorporate body dynamics into the planning process were made within the framework of motion planning with complete information, by C. O'Dunlaing for the one-dimensional case 7 and by J. Canny, A. Rege, and J. Reif 8 in their kinodynamic planning approach for the two-dimensional case. In 7 , for a particle moving along a path with given boundary positions and velocities, and a constraint on the particle's acceleration, a method is suggested for designing the velocity pro le along the path such as to guarantee that the particle will evade two other pursuing" particles whose motion is given by some speci ed functions. The kinodynamic planning algorithm 8 requires space which is polynomial in the input, and runs in exponential time. Though the approach operates in the context of the paradigm with complete information, it is somewhat akin to the approach studied in this paper, in that the control strategy adheres to the L 1 -norm the velocity and acceleration components are assumed to be bounded with respect to a xed absolute reference system. This paper is concerned with the second paradigm, called motion planning with incomplete information, o r sensor-based motion planning. In this model, objects in the environment can be of arbitrary shape, and the input information is of local character, such as from a range nder or a vision sensor 9 . By making use of the notion of sensor feedback, this paradigm naturally ts the on-line character of the methods of control theory.
Both paradigms give rise to two t ypes of techniques: those that consider only kinematic and geometric issues for brevity, w e call them kinematic approaches as opposed to the dynamic approaches which take i n to account the system dynamics. The kinematic approaches can be further divided into two groups methods for holonomic systems and methods that take i n to account nonholonomic e ects. Unlike a holonomic system where any desired direction of motion is realizable, in a nonholonomic system 10 the number of control variables is less than the problem dimensionality as e.g. in the car parallel parking problem, and so obtaining a desired direction of motion requires more complex control.
A n umber of kinematic holonomic strategies make use of the arti cial potential eld. They usually require complete information and analytical representation of obstacles; motion control makes use of repulsive forces" modeled via a potential eld associated with obstacles, and of attractive force" associated with the goal position 11 . A typical convergence issue here is how to avoid possible local minima in the potential eld. Modi cations that attempt to solve this problem include the use of repulsive elds with elliptic isocontours 12 , introduction of special global elds 13 , and generation of a numerical eld 14 . The vortex eld method 15 allows one to avoid undesirable attraction points, while using only local information; the repulsive actions are replaced by the velocity o ws tangent to the isocontours, so that the robot is forced to move around obstacles.
Within the paradigm with incomplete information, a variety of kinematic holonomic techniques originate in maze-searching strategies 9, 1 6 , 17 . When applicable, they are typically fast, can be used in real time, and guarantee convergence; obstacles may be of arbitrary shapes. Their applicability is usually limited to two-dimensional problems in the case of mobile robots, and to some three-dimensional problems in the case of arm manipulators.
The existing kinematic nonholonomic strategies also require analytical representation of obstacles and assume complete 18, 19, 2 0 or partial 21 input information. These schemes are essentially open-loop, do not guarantee convergence, and attack the planning problem by taking into account the e ect of the nonholonomic constraints on obstacle avoidance. In 18, 1 9 a t wostage scheme is considered: rst, a holonomic planner generates a complete collision-free path, and then this path is modi ed to account for nonholonomic constraints. In 20 the problem is reduced to searching a graph representing the discretized con guration space. In 21 planning is done incrementally, with partial information, by rst de ning a desirable path and then nding a control law that minimizes the error in the least-square sense.
To design a provably-correct dynamic algorithm for sensor-based motion planning, one needs a single control mechanism separating it into stages is likely to destroy convergence. Convergence has two faces: globally, one has to guarantee nding a path to the target if one exists, while locally one needs an assurance of collision avoidance in view of the robot's inertia. The former can be borrowed from kinematic algorithms; the latter requires an explicit consideration of dynamics.
Although at any moment the robot has su cient knowledge about the obstacles within its sensing range, it would not be reasonable to address the problem as a sequence of smaller problems with complete information. The whole piece of the path inside the sensing range consists itself of many steps, and computing it within one step time say, with the rate of 30-50 steps per second would be quite expensive computationally. Note that only the rst step of this path is likely to be executed, because the new sensing data at the next step will in general require changes. In other words, computing the whole path within the sensing range would be largely a computational waste.
Therefore, the algorithm for step calculation should a place the step on a globally converging collision-free path, while b satisfying the robot dynamics constraints. Assume that the sensing range radius of vision" is r v . The general strategy will be as follows: at the moment step i, the kinematic algorithm chosen identi es an intermediate target point, T i , which lies on a convergent path and is far enough from the robot normally at the boundary of the sensing range. Then a single step toward T i is calculated and executed, and the process repeats.
The fact that no information is available beyond the sensing range dictates a number of requirements. First, to guarantee safety, the whole stopping path must lie inside the current sensing area. Since some parts of the sensing range may be occupied or occluded by obstacles, the stopping path must lie in its visible part. Also, since the intermediate target T i is chosen as the furthest point based on the information available, the robot needs a guarantee of stopping at T i , e v en if it does not intend to do so. That is, each step is to be planned as the rst step of a trajectory which, given the current position, velocity, and control constraints, would bring the robot to a halt at T i .
Note that the motion directly toward T i may require sharp turns, and that is not possible because of the system's dynamics. In such a case, the control system will attempt a fast convergence to the direction toward T i . If the angle between the current v elocity v ector and the direction toward T i is larger than the maximum turn the robot can make in one step, the robot will keep turning at the maximum rate until the directions align; hence the name Maximum Turn Strategy. Once a step is physically executed, new sensing information appears and the process repeats. To assure completeness, the procedure also covers a special case when the intermediate target goes out of the robot's sight because of the robot's inertia or because of occluding obstacles. Below, the accepted model and the terminology are introduced in Section 2, followed by a s k etch of the suggested approach in Section 3. After analysis of the system dynamics in Sections 4 and 5, the algorithm proper is presented and its convergence properties are discussed in Section 6. A simulated example of the algorithm performance is given in Section 7.
The model
The robot operates in a plane; the scene may include a locally nite number of static obstacles. Each obstacle is bounded by a simple closed curve of arbitrary shape and of nite length, such that a straight line will cross it only in a nite number of points. Obstacles do not touch each other if they do, they are considered one obstacle. Note that the model does not require the number of obstacles be nite.
The robot is a mass point, of mass m. Its sensors allow it, at its current location C i , to detect any obstacles and the distance to them within its sensing range a disc of radius r v radius of vision" centered at C i . A t moment t i , the robot's input information includes its current v elocity vector V i , coordinates of C i and of the target point T, and possibly few other points of interest, such a s a n i n termediate target, see below.
The task is to move, collision-free, from point S start to point T target, see Figure 1 robot control means include two components of the acceleration vector u = f m = p; q, where m is the robot's mass, and f is the force applied. Though the units of p; q are those of acceleration, by using the normalization m = 1 w e can refer to the components p and q as control forces, each within its xed range jpj p max , jqj q max . F orce p controls the forward or backward when braking motion; its positive direction coincides with the robot's velocity v ector V. F orce q is perpendicular to p forming a right pair of vectors, and is equivalent to the steering control rotation of vector V, Figure 2 . For nonzero p, the limit q max is equivalent to a constraint o n the path curvature. The mass point assumption implies that the robot's rotation with respect to its center of mass" has no e ect on the system dynamics. There are no external forces acting on the robot except p and q. There is no friction; for example, the values p = q = 0 and V 6 = 0 will result in a straight line constant v elocity motion 1 .
The M-line Main line is the straight line connecting points S and T, and is the robot's desired path. When, while moving along the M-line, the robot senses on its way an obstacle, this point on the obstacle boundary is called a hit point, H. The corresponding M-line point on the other side" of the obstacle is a leave point, L.
Robot motion is controlled in steps i = 0 ; 1; 2; : : : . Each step takes time t= t i+1 , t i = const; its length depends on the robot's velocity within the step. Steps i and i + 1 start at times t i and t i+1 , respectively; C 0 = S. A t moment t i+1 , while passing through the location C i+1 , the robot computes the controls for step i + 1 using the sensing information collected at step i, and immediately executes these controls. We de ne two coordinate systems follow Figure 2: The world coordinate frame, x; y, xed at point S. The path coordinate frame, t; n, which describes the mass point's motion at any moment 2 t i ; t i+1 within the step i. Its origin is attached to the robot; axis t is aligned with the current v elocity v ector V; axis n is normal to t. T ogether with axis b, which is a cross product b = t n, the triple t; n; b forms the Frenet trihedron, with the plane of t and n being the osculating plane 23 . The path coordinate frame t; n is used in the analysis of dynamic e ects of robot motion. The world frame x; y, with its origin at the start point S, is used in the obstacle detection and path planning analysis.
3 The approach
The algorithm will be executed at each step of the robot's path. We take the convergence mechanism of a kinematic sensor-based motion planning algorithm, and add to it controls for handling dynamics. At a n y moment t i the robot will maintain an intermediate target point T i within its sensing range, usually on an obstacle boundary or on the M-line. At its current position C i , the robot will plan and execute its next step towards T i . Then at C i+1 it will analyze the sensory data collected at step i + 1, de ne a new intermediate target T i+1 , and so on. At times, the current T i may go out of the robot's sight because of its inertia or due to occluding obstacles. In such cases the robot will be designating temporary intermediate targets and use them until it can spot point T i again.
As mentioned above, any provable maze-searching algorithm can be used for the kinematic part of the control mechanism, so long as it allows an extension to distant sensing. For speci city only, we use here the VisBug algorithm 9 . The algorithm alternates between these two steps see The actual algorithm includes other mechanisms, such as a nite-time target reachability test and local path optimization. In Figure 1 , note that while trying to pass the obstacle from the left, at point P the robot will make a sharp turn the motion is holonomic. Such motion will not be possible if the robot's mass and velocity are accounted for the motion then becomes nonholonomic.
The e ect of dynamics. Consider now the e ect of mass m and velocity V on motion planning.
Safety considerations appear in a numb e r o f w ays. Since no information about the obstacles is available beyond the distance r v from the robot, guaranteeing collision-free motion means assuring at any moment at least one last resort" stopping path. Otherwise, at the next step new obstacles may appear in the sensing range, and collision will be imminent no matter what control is used. The following relationship ties the velocity V, mass m, and controls u = p; q. Under a continuous straight line motion, the range of safe velocities must satisfy
where d is the distance from the robot to the stop point. That is, if the robot moves with the maximum velocity, the stop point o f t h e stopping path must be no further than r v from the current position C. Equation 1 can be used in a number of ways. Note that the maximum velocity i s proportional to the acceleration due to control, which is in turn directly proportional to the applied force and inversely proportional to the robot mass. For example, if the mass becomes larger the other parameters of the system being the same, the maximum velocity will decrease. Conversely, if the limits on p; q increase say, due to more powerful motors, then the maximum velocity will increase as well. Similarly, an increase in the radius of vision r v allows one to increase the maximum velocity, b y the virtue of simply providing information about the environment farther ahead of the robot. Equation 1 represents the continuous case. In a discrete system such as ours there is an additional e ect due to the following fact. Once the controls are computed at the end of the step i, they will not change within the step interval t. If V i happened to be the maximum velocity a vailable to the drive system, it may be too late to start breaking at moment t i+1 and still avoid a collision. This means that the actual maximum velocity in the discrete system should be somewhat lower than the one suggested by 1. These details are analyzed in Section 4.
In the example in Figure 1 , when approaching point P along its path, the robot will see it at distance r v and will designate it as its next intermediate target T i . While moving along this path segment, T i will stay a t P because no further point on the obstacle boundary will be visible until the robot arrives at P. This does not mean, however, that the robot must stop at P: as long as at any moment it maintains a possibility of a stopping path such as of stopping at point Q, Figure 1 , it can pass point P on the y", with non-zero velocity.
The motion planning procedure is based on a one-step analysis. Consider, for example, the case when the direction considered for the next step di ers from the current v elocity v ector V i .
If that candidate step cannot have a stopping path because of an obstacle, under our procedure the candidate will be discarded and some other step will be sought. While a deeper, multi-step analysis could occasionally produce locally shorter paths, it would not aad in safety and would not justify the steep rise in computational expenses. The procedure for a detour around a sudden obstacle is built similar to the case of normal motion with a turn, considered next.
Convergence. Because of dynamics, the convergence mechanism borrowed from a kinematic algorithm here VisBug 9 needs some modi cation. VisBug assumes that the intermediate target point is either on the boundary of the obstacle or on the M-line, and is visible. However, the robot's inertia may cause it to move so that the intermediate target T i will become invisible, either because it goes outside the sensing range r v as after point P, Figure 1 , or due to occluding obstacles as in Figure 6 , with the danger that the robot may lose it, and the path convergence with it. One possible solution is to keep the velocity l o w enough to avoid such o vershoots a high price in e ciency to pay. The solution chosen is to keep the velocity high and, if the intermediate target T i does go out of sight, modify the motion locally until T i is found again.
Velocity constraints. Minimum time braking
We n o w turn to the de nition of maximum velocity and the control scheme for braking. By substituting p max for p and r v for d into 1, one obtains the maximum velocity, V max , under a continuous control. However, because of the discrete nature of control the attainable maximum velocity is somewhat lower; this will be analyzed in Section 4.1.
Since the maximum distance for which information is available is the boundary of the sensing area, an emergency stop should be planned for that distance. We show that moving with the maximum speed certainly a desired feature actually guarantees a minimum-time stop at the boundary. The suggested braking procedure makes use of an optimization scheme developed in 1 and sketched brie y in Section 4.2. The braking procedure proper is then developed in Section 4.3.
Velocity constraints.
Consider an example in Figure 3 . The robot moves along a straight line; the sensing radius is r v . When passing through a location C 1 , the furthest point the robot will see in the direction of its motion is B 1 . Suppose there is an obstacle in this direction, O 1 , just a bit beyond point B 1 , Figure 3 . If the velocity commanded at point C 1 for the next step happened to be V 1 = V max , then at the end of the step interval, at point C 2 , the robot will have the same velocity V max . This means that the robot will not be able to stop at B 1 , e v en though at point C 2 it can see obstacle O 1 . That is, in order to guarantee a safe stopping path, under discrete control the maximum velocity m ust be less than V max . This velocity, called permitted maximum velocity, V pmax , can be found from the following condition: if V = V pmax at point C 2 and thus at C 1 , we can guarantee the stop at the sensing range boundary point B 1 , Figure 3 . Recall that velocity V is generated at C 1 by some control force p. Let From these equations, the expression for the maximum permitted velocity V pmax can be obtained:
V pmax = q p 2 max t 2 + 2 p max r v , p max t As expected, V pmax V max and converges to V max with t! 0.
Optimal straight line motion
We present here a sketch of the optimization scheme which will be used later in the development o f the braking procedure; for details, refer to 1 . Consider a dynamic system described by a second order di erential equation x = pt, where kptk p max and pt is a scalar control function. Assume that the system moves along a straight line. By introducing state variables x and V , the system equations can be rewritten as _ x = V and _ V = pt; it is convenient to analyze the system behavior in the phase space V;x.
The goal of control is to move the system from its initial position xt 0 ; V t 0 to a nal position xt f ; V t f . For convenience, choose xt f = 0 . We are interested in an optimal control startegy that would perform this motion in minimum time t f , arriving at xt f with zero velocity, V t f = 0. This optimal solution can be obtained in closed form; it depends upon the above below relation of the initial position with respect to two parabolas which de ne the switch curves in the phase plane V;x: Control Law: If in the phase space the initial position is above the switch curve 2, move rst along the parabola de ned by the controlp = ,p max , until hit the switch curve, then move with controlp = p max to the origin along the switch curve 2. If the initial position is below the switch curve, move rst with controlp = p max toward the switch curve, and after meeting it move with controlp = ,p max to the origin along the switch curve 3.
The braking procedure
We n o w turn to the calculation of the time necessary for stopping when moving along the stopping path. It follows from the argument a b o ve that if at the moment when the robot decides to stop, its velocity i s V = V pmax , then it will need to apply maximum braking all the way u n til the stop. This will de ne uniquely the time to stop. But, if V V pmax then there is a variety of braking strategies and hence of di erent times to stop.
Consider again the example in Figure 3 , and assume that at point C 2 , V 2 V pmax . What is the optimal braking strategy, the one that will bring the robot to a stop at the boundary of the sensing range, at the minimum time? The answer is given by the solution of an optimization problem for a single degree of freedom system. It follows from the Control Law that the optimal solution corresponds to at most two curves, I and II, in the phase space V;x, Figure 5a , and to at most one control switch, fromp = p max on line I top = ,p max on line II, given by 2,3. Figure 5 that the braking time for the case i is bigger than for ii. Note that for our discrete case it is the permitted maximum velocity, V pmax , that is to be substituted into 4 to obtain the minimum time of stopping.
Dynamics and collision avoidance
Consider a time sequence t = t 0 ; t 1 ; t 2 ; ::: .
Step i corresponds to the interval t i ; t i+1 . At moment t i the robot is at the position C i , with the velocity v ector V i . Based on the sensing data, the intermediate target T i , and vector V i , the control system calculates control values p and q and applies them to the robot to execute step i. As a result, the robot arrives at point C i+1 at the moment t i+1 , with the velocity v ector V i+1 ; then the process repeats. This scheme is further analyzed in the rest of this section. It consists of two parts. First, we incorporate the control constraints into the model of our mobile robot, and develop the transformation from the moving path coordinate frame to the world frame see Section 2. Then, the Maximum Turn Strategy is described, an incremental decision-making mechanism that determines the forces p and q at each step.
Transformation from path frame to world frame. The remainder of this section refers to the time interval t i ; t i+1 , and so index i can be dropped. Let x; y 2 R 2 be the robot's position in the world frame, and the slope angle between the velocity v ector V = V x ; V y = _ x; _ y and x-axis of the world frame see Figure 2 . The planning process involves computation of the controls u = p; q, which for every step de nes the velocity v ector and eventually the path, x = x; y, as a function of time. The normalized equations of motion are x = p cos , q sin y = p sin + q cos
The angle between vector V and the x-axis of the world frame is found as To nd the transformation from the path frame to the world frame x; y, present the velocity in the path frame as V = V t. Angle is de ned as the angle between t and the positive direction of x-axis. Given that the control forces p and q act along the t and n directions, respectively, the respectively. By parameterizing the path by the value and direction of the velocity v ector, the path can be mapped onto the world frame using the vector integral equation
Here rt = xt; y t, and t = cos; sin is the projection of a unit vector along the V direction onto the world frame x; y. After integrating the equation 6, we obtain the set of solutions in the form, xt = 2p cos t + q sin t 4p 2 In general, equations 7 describe a spiral curve. Note two special cases: when p 6 = 0 ; q= 0 , equations 7 describe a straight line motion along the vector of velocity; when p = 0 ; q6 = 0, 7 produce a circle of radius V 2 0 =jqj centered at the point A; B.
The Maximum Turn Strategy . We n o w turn to the control law that guides the selection of forces p and q at each step i, for the time interval t i ; t i+1 . Note that the sets 8 and 9 always include at least one safe solution: by the algorithm's design, the straight line motion with maximum braking, p; q = ,p max ; 0, is always collision free.
6 The algorithm M2: Make a step along vector V i while executing Compute T i : i f C i = T the procedure stops; else if the target is unreachable the procedure stops; else if C i 6 = T i go to M1.
De ne Next
Step: This procedure covers all possible cases of generation of a single motion step: part D1 corresponds to motion along M-line; D2 a simple turn when the directions of vectors V i and C i ; T i can be aligned in one step; D3 when the turn requires multiple steps and can be done with the maximum speed; D4 when turning must be accompanied by braking: Convergence To prove convergence, we need to show that i at every step of the path the algorithm guarantees collision-free motion, ii the set of intermediate targets T i is guaranteed to lie on the convergent path, and iii the overall motion planning strategy assures that the current i n termediate target will not be lost. Together, ii and iii assure that a path to the target position T will be found if one exists. Condition i can be shown by induction; condition ii is provided by the VisBug mechanism 9 , which also includes a mechanism for inferring the nonreachability o f T, if true; condition iii is satis ed by the procedure Find Lost Target of the Maximum Turn Strategy. The following statements hold:
Proposition 2 Under the Maximum Turn Strategy algorithm, assuming zero velocity at the start position S, V S = 0 , a t e ach step of the path there exists at least one stopping path.
Indeed, according to our model, the stopping path lies along a straight line. Guaranteeing a stopping path implies two requirements: a safe direction of motion and a velocity v alue that would allow a stop within the visible area. The latter is assured by the choice of the system parameters see equation 1 and the safety conditions, Section 3. As to the existence of safe directions, we proceed by induction: we need to show that if a safe direction exists at the start point and at an arbitrary step i, then there is a safe direction at the step i + 1.
Since at the start point S the velocity is zero, V S = 0, then any direction of motion at S will be a safe direction this gives the basis of induction. The induction proceeds as follows. Under the algorithm, a candidate step is accepted for execution only if its direction guarantees a safe stop for the robot if needed. Namely, at point C i step i is executed only if the resulting vector V i+1 at C i+1 will point in a safe direction. Therefore, at step i + 1, at the least this very direction presents a safe stopping path.
Remark: Proposition 2 will hold for V S 6 = 0 as well if the start point S is known to possess at least one stopping path originating at it.
Proposition 3 The Maximum Turn Strategy is convergent.
To see this, note that by the design of the kinematic algorithm 9 each i n termediate target T i lies on a convergent path. Also, T i is visible at the moment when it is generated. That is, the only way the robot can get lost is if at the next steps C i+1 point T i becomes invisible due to the robot's inertia or an obstacle occlusion: this would make it impossible to generate the next intermediate target, T i+1 , as required by the kinematic algorithm. But, if point T i does become invisible, the procedure Find Lost Target is invoked, a set of temporary intermediate targets T t i+1 are de ned and associated steps are executed until point T i becomes visible again see Figure 6a . The latter is guaranteed by the design of Find Lost Target. The set T t i+1 is nite since it must lie within the sensing range of radius r v , and the algorithm chooses each T t i+1 so as to guarantee a stopping path. Therefore, the robot always moves toward a point which lies on a path that is convergent to the target T.
Examples
The following examples, Figures 7a-f , demonstrate the performance of the Maximum Turn Strategy in a simulated environment. The dynamic" paths that is, those generated by the Maximum Turn Strategy, with the system dynamics taken into account are shown in thicker lines. For comparison, also shown, in a thin line, the paths produced under the same conditions by a kinematic here, VisBug algorithm. Note: the polygonal shape of the obstacles in the examples is only for the convenience of generating the environment; the motion planning algorithm is equally e cient and fast with obstacles of arbitrary shapes . Figures 7a,b correspond to the same radius of vision r v ; the di erence here is that in Figure 7b there are additional obstacles which the robot suddenly uncovers at a close distance when turning around a corner. Note that in 7b the path becomes tighter, closer to the obstacles, the robot becomes more cautious. A similar pair of examples, shown in Figures 7c,d illustrates the e ect of the radius of vision: in 7c and 7d r v is twice that of 7a and 7b.
Examples in
It is interesting to compare the time the number of steps that the motion takes. range is likely to translate into shorter paths. Stops along the path indicated by sharp turns in the dynamic" path can be caused by di erent reasons: e.g., in Figure 7a the robot stops because the smaller sensing radius r v is not su cient to see the obstacle far enough in advance to initiate a smooth turn. On the other hand, in Figure 7f the robot's stop at point P is probably caused by its temporarily losing its current i n termediate target. Interestingly, and somewhat counter-intuitive, the dynamic" path in 7f is shorter than the one generated by the kinematic algorithm. produced by the kinematic algorithm no dynamics considered; the thinner line, and the other produced by the Maximum Turn Strategy with dynamics taken into consideration; the thicker line. The robot mass and the constraints on the control parameters p; q are the same in all panels; the radius of vision r v varies as shown.
